
CHAPTER TWO

The Northern Survey

On Tuesday 11 September 1849 Charles Torlesse went out to Kaiapoi to
locate a site for a base camp for his survey of the Mandeville District
and over the next week he had his men working on a dray track from
Riccarton to the Waimakariri so that materials and supplies might be taken
up to the river more easily. It wasn't until the 25 th, however, that the
survey party was finally assembled near the confluence of the Korotuaheka
(Cam) and the north branch of the Waimakariri and that preparations
could properly begin. There were eight other men at Kaiapoi with Torlesse,
mostly labourers Captain Thomas had recruited in Wellington. Two saw-
yers, Alfred White and John Hay, were to provide timber for, and supervise,
the building of a survey house, a wharf and a bridge, the house to provide
accommodation and office space. Two other men called Fitch and WagstafF
worked the dray carting the timber, food, tools and survey gear. Three
general hands named Beattie, Dimond and Dodd were put to work in
pits cutting timber and helping the sawyers while the last-named made
a drawing table for Torlesse. Their cook was a man named Paul Lanjoulan
but he proved to be unsuitable and so was discharged and replaced by
a second man named Dimond. Until the survey house was completed they
all packed into Pita te Hori's house with the exception of Torlesse who
slept in his tent.

The wharf and the bridge must have been fairly make-shift, built 'on
bush scale' as Torlesse described them. The wharf was probably a simple
landing stage for the whaleboats and schooners which were to deliver sup-
plies to the field party from Lyttelton. Supplies from Riccarton were
dumped at a place on the south branch the surveyors used as a pick-up
point and which they called The Paddles, upstream from the canoe-ferries
of Tainui and Te Aika. Having to rely on Tainui was costing the survey
several shillings every time his canoes were required and although this
happy, friendly waterman was obliging and had even managed to canoe
the survey cart across, other arrangements bad to be made. After much
haggling Torlesse bought a canoe from the Maori for three pounds and
a whaleboat was later sent up from Lyttelton to make them independent
of the ferries. Before the north branch could be safely navigated by
schooner, however, it had to be cleared of snags, logs and other obstruc-
tions. Away from the river the party used a horse and cart and a donkey
for packing but for some reason the donkey was shot before the survey
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really got under way. In addition to their construction work and the clearing
of the channel the survey hands also sewed their own tents and print flags
and built up a supply of paddles, axe handles, stakes and marking poles.

While his labourers were thus engaged Torlesse rode out across the
country north of the Waimakariri to select prominent points for his first
trig stations and on several different days in early October he inspected
the mouth of the Waimakariri, the remains of the old pa at Kaiapohia
and Rangiora Bush, lunching at the last place and deliberately setting fire
to the country around it. The survey house, the landing place and the
bridge took about nine days to complete and only then was it possible
for the survey to begin. The first Mandeville trig station (Ml) was set
up on the sandhills on the north side of the Waimakariri mouth on 15
October 1849.

Just as the northern survey was getting under way Torlesse was joined
in the field, on 24 October, by a second assistant surveyor, John Cowell
Boys, who had recently arrived from England. Boys, from Sussex, was an
old friend of Torlesse. They had been survey cadets together at Nelson
during the early 'forties and had returned to England in 1844 after the
Wairau massacre and the death of Torlesse's uncle, Arthur Wakefield, in
that affray. Now they were to be associated again in the survey of northern
Canterbury. Boys brought two men named Tom Bryant and Alfred Weston
out to Kaiapoi with him so that the survey party now numbered twelve.

The last ten days of October 1849 were spent establishing trig stations
across the country between the Waimakariri, the native reserve and
Kaiapohia. A second bridge which they called the 'pah bridge' was built
by Weston and Dodds, probably over the Korotuaheka to get the cart
across that small river. Immediately the men moved into the area of the
Tuahiwi reserve two Maoris from a southern pa cut down a trig station
in protest. The Canterbury Association's right to this territory by purchase
was, however, fully understood by the local Ngai-tahu and the survey was
allowed to continue uninterrupted.

From the coastal area north of Kaiapoi the survey party moved south
to work from a field camp they set up on the site of the proposed township
of Mandeville on the Kaikanui Stream. They were here for the first two
weeks of November 1849 and from it covered Kaiapoi Island, the lower
Eyre country and the Ohoka. When they set up a station on the Ohoka
Stream (M4) some Maori started a fire which spread into the Ohoka Bush
and destroyed part of it. Some of their traverse of Kaiapoi Island was
made waist deep in swamp water yet the surveyors also fired this country
where they could.

At this point further progress was frustrated when the horses bolted and
a good part of three weeks was wasted looking for them. They were tracked
to the Cust and to the Ashley and they were seen twice and almost caught
near Rangiora Bush. It was during this chase that Torlesse and Tom Bryant
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were caught out on a cold foggy night without food or blankets beside
a low hill between the Cust and Harewood Forest. They named it Star-
vation Hill. The horses were finally located near Burnt Hill, driven down
the plains towards Kaiapoi and caught in the Maori potato gardens.

THE RAKIHORA BUSH CAMP

While the horses were leading Torlesse a merry chase across the plains
the party remaining at Mandeville was preparing to move to a new base
camp at the bush Alfred Wills had identified as Rangiora. Torlesse chose
this new site, probably on the drier north side, on 1 December 1849 and
with the exception of a few days on the lower Eyre the survey spent most
of December working over the northern part of the Mandeville District
from this base camp. But Torlesse did not adopt the spelling or pronouncia-
tion used by Wills. He had studied Wills's report in Wellington and had
made an expedition down to the Rakaia with him and so he undoubtedly
knew how Wills pronounced the name. But now, while almost constantly
in the company of Maoris such as Te Eou, Te Aika and Teroutai he chose
to spell the word Rakihora in his writings, consistently, for a year.

The survey party moved into Torlesse's Rakihora Bush camp on 3 Dec-
ember 1849 with their tents and tarpaulin and the usual supply of food,
timber, stakes, poles and flags were brought up from Kaiapoi. A toi-toi
hut was built to shelter their plotting and map work. The country behind
them was now being covered for topographical detail by contract surveyors
from Wellington, J. and T. Hughes, who were engaged by Captain Thomas
to survey the Mandeville District under the direction of Boys. The Hughes
party worked their way north from the Waimakariri burning toi-toi, fern,
tussock and flax along their lines of sight and traverse and creating so
much smoke that at times Torlesse and Boys were unable to see clearly
enough to continue with their triangulation.

The move to Rakihora Bush was a pleasant change from their Kaiapoi
headquarters for the surveyors were escaping from a tormenting plague
of mosquitoes which had risen from the river and the swamps, stagnating
in the heat of summer. Torlesse, driven by constant misery and sleepless
nights, had made himself a wicker cot over which he stretched a blanket
sewn into a bag and he crawled into this at night to avoid their vicious
attacks. The Hughes party had fled to the sandhills. The. survey house
was avoided and indeed the name Kaiapoi was rarely used again, the base
becoming instead 'Mosquito Camp'. Rakihora was higher and drier and
did not suffer from these pests quite so much.

The survey out of Rakihora was delayed by a number of incidents. While
the toi-toi shelter was being built a Maori woman was found dead on
the track to Kaiapohia. Then there was more trouble with the horses.
Torlesse's horse, St. Hill, threw him twice, and with a borrowed horse
named Cream broke loose and escaped into swamps. Cream died after
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being trapped in water up to his neck for three days. Next, his tent and
blankets were burnt. Torlesse had two pig dogs named Jock and Flora
with him. Jock caught a large boar which charged passed the tents and
Flora gave birth to seven pups, four of them being kept to be trained
for hunting. And just as the first trig, was fixed W. J. W. Hamilton turned
up looking for Maori guides to accompany him to the Wairau. Unable
to find anyone willing to go he stayed on at the camp for about three
weeks exploring the country around about for himself.1

The triangulation of the country around Rakihora Bush began with Boys
working his way across the swamp land to the south of the bush in the
area which was later to be known as Southbrook and Flaxton. It was always
slow, wet work here. Torlesse started on the south bank of the Ashley and
worked his way west across much easier country towards the north Miraki
Downs where they checked their measurements against a base line which
they defined across the district later to be known as Fernside. After chaining
this base line twice they found that up to that point out of Kaiapoi there
was an error of agreement of only four inches. Errors were alway checked
back and if the final difference between two measurements was found to
be not too great, perhaps a matter of several inches to a foot, then this
was attributed to temperature factors which were measured constantly with
a thermometer the surveyors always carried with them.

And so the survey continued right up to Christmas 1849. Torlesse crossed
the Ashley on 14 December and set up two Ashley District trig, stations,
the first at the foot of the downs across the river from Rakihora Bush
and the second over the Makerikeri on the flats near the Okuku. Before
he returned to camp he set fire to the country between them. On the 17th
the whole party then moved south to the Waimakiriri and set up a tempor-
ary camp at the east end of the great belt of manuka which at that time
grew along the north bank of the Waimakiriri from the gorge almost to
Kaiapoi Island. From this camp they surveyed the lower Eyre and the
western extremities of the Mandeville swamp and it was here that they
first ran into wild pigs in any number.

The Eyre camp was broken up four days before Christmas, some of
the men making their way back to Lyttelton for a Christmas holiday while
Boys, Torlesse, Dodd, Bryant and Weston returned to Rakihora. Re-
supplied they continued making measurements and taking sights to their
recently-established stations around the bush and calculating and plotting
their work on paper as the weather grew steadily warmer. During that
pre-Christmas week the heat became stifling and two days before Christmas
Torlesse was struck down by it. Christmas Eve dawned to a strong north

'The Torlesse Diaries 1848-63, Canterbury Museum, have been used as the main reference
source for this and the following chapters on Torlesse's activities at Rangiora. To avoid
repetitive footnoting full dates are given in the text.
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west wind — so Torlesse rested while Boys continued his work. And while
most Englishmen, that Christmas Day, 1849, were celebrating according
to their family custom, Torlesse spent all day plotting and calculating sides
in his toi-toi hut while John Boys went out in the hot nor'wester with
Alfred Weston to check some measurements on the south side of the wood.

Little remained to be done at Rakihora now. The sketch map of the
Mandeville District was completed and sent to Lyttelton and on New Year's
Eve 1849 all hands moved out of the Rakihora camp for Kaiapoi. On
the journey back their cart broke down completely.

THE ASHLEY AND OXFORD SURVEYS

The first days of 1850 did not bring the break from work and the rest
which had been anticipated for with the situation in Canterbury being
what it was, money reportedly running out and the survey threatened with
premature termination, Torlesse and Boys were concerned that their trig-
onometric work in the country to the north and west of Rakihora Bush
should be pushed ahead as quickly as possible. The hoped-for vacation
became little more than a working holiday for with but a day's duck shoot-
ing after his return to Mosquito Camp Torlesse was riding north again
with W. J. W. Hamilton searching for an easy line so that his workmen
could cut a track to take the survey cart up to the Ashley. The next assign-
ment was the trigonometrical survey of the Ashley District, all the country
between the Ashley and the Waipara, but only the flats along the north
bank of the Ashley and round the foot of the Mount Grey Downs to the
lower Kowai were considered to be immediately suitable for settlement.
Much of this district was flax and raupo swamp with a wide belt of coastal
sand while the downs above were a mixture of open tussock tops and
scrubby gullies and carried extensive groves of ti-palm. The hills to the
west of the downs were of little interest and only one trig station was
established any distance north of the Kowai. No detailed topographic sur-
vey was planned after triangulation had been completed.

While the workmen began cutting the dray track through the flax from
Kaiapoi to the Ashley Torlesse and Hamilton began the first of three quick
trips to the Kowai. Leaving Kaiapoi on 4 January they camped that night
at the head of the middle branch of the Kowai and the following day
they pushed on up to the summit of Mount Grey after passing and noting
a pond (Lake Janet?) the source of the middle branch. Much of their view
was obscured by smoke and they returned to the plains by way of the
Makerikeri Valley, setting fire to the slopes of the mountain as they de-
scended.

On their return to Kaiapoi Torlesse found that a tent had been partly
burnt by a grass fire started by some Maoris. The Maoris were Poutini
from Westland who had crossed the alps and had gathered at Kaiapoi
to collect their share of the land sales money. This matter had not been
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satisfactorily handled by Mantell and the authorities and was fraught with
complicated claims and difficulties and the Poutini were not very happy
about the size of the payment they had collectively and individually re-
ceived. Torlesse found them to be a wild but intelligent and well-tempered
people and he sympathised with them, promised to make enquiries on
their behalf and gave them a quantity of flour and sugar to keep them
contented in the meantime. He was anxious to avoid delays and he left
again with Hamilton for a day's exploration of the Kowai on 8 January.
On the 14th he escorted J. S. Caverhill as far as the Kowai. Caverhill,
a Scot and Canterbury agent for Robert Waitt, the Wellington merchant,
had just leased the Motunau station from Edward Greenwood and was
paying his first overland visit to the property.

While the preliminary inspections of the Ashley District were being
made preparations were also in hand for the Oxford District survey. The
sawyers White and Hay were to build two houses on the site of the planned
township of Oxford and a party spent several days there in mid-January
1850 looking for a suitable site near the bush and exploring the Cust
Valley and the Mairaki Downs. Boys, in the meantime, was attempting
to begin the triangulation of the Ashley District but the northerly weather
which was making conditions so trying for the Oxford party suddenly
changed to the south and the hot spell was followed by a week of persistent
low cloud and south-westerly rain. January passed with very little accomp-
lished, the Ashley in flood and the survey party stranded at the Waikuku,
on the wrong side of it. By the time the river was fordable their meat
supply had to be replenished and ten days had been wasted.

The Ashley survey took up the four weeks of February 1850. The party
was also accompanied by two Maoris and were now using an iron-runnered
sledge to carry their equipment. The Ashley survey was varied with good
pig hunting and extensive exploration in country that was becoming more
interesting. The party explored the Mount Grey Downs, the lower
Makerikeri area as far west as the Okuku River, the Kowai valleys, the
coastline to Double Corner and the lower and middle reaches of the
Waipara. Their most northerly Canterbury trig station (All) was set up
on a low undulating tableland then known as the Mimiomoko Downs be-
tween the Kowai and the Waipara, in the district now known as Amberley,
and their investigation of the Waipara revealed the presence of limestone,
fossils, peat and coal, samples of which were sent to Lyttelton.

The last of the Ashley calculations were taken to Riccarton by Boys
on 1 March 1850 although the sketch map had already been sent down.
The rest of the party returned to the Rakihora Bush camp to assemble
their equipment and supplies in preparation for a move to Oxford where
White and Hay had the two houses partly built. Torlesse then ranged up
the Ashley and across the Mairaki Downs making his usual preliminary
traverse of the country over which he would be working.
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The survey of the Oxford District began on 4 March 1850 from a camp
at the junction of the Okuku with the Ashley, at the fork of the Ashley
to be exact because the smaller tributary, as yet un-named, was considered
to be the river's north branch. The Oxford District was the most extensive
of the three northern agricultural districts and it stretched in a broad arc
of varying country from the Karetu River across the Ashley and the
Mairaki Downs. It included wet swamp land below Harewood Forest and,
in contrast, the light dry plains of the Eyre where the surveyors were unable
to make camp on occasions because of the absence of water. The first
Oxford trig, stations were actually put up between the Karetu and the
Garry Rivers and a second cluster was spotted across the Mairaki Downs.
These were measured from the Ashley and the party then moved over
the river to the downs. At this point the first Oxford stations were linked
with, and checked against, the more westerly Mandeville trigs surveyed
earlier and when this was completed the party set fire to the south Mairaki
Downs and moved up to Oxford to help White and Hay complete the
survey houses.

The two survey houses at Oxford were finished on 23 March, one for
the surveyors and the other, a little larger, for the survey hands. They
were built on the edge of the bush, near the Eyre and the proposed site
of the Canterbury Association's township, and they appear to have been
better structures than the house at Kaiapoi. They were made of weather-
boards and were shingle-roofed and had proper doors, fireplaces and chim-
neys and together they cost sixty pounds to build. Furthermore they were
prettily set against an imposing background of rolling forested hills and
mountains and they were, briefly, to be the very comfortable but little-used
headquarters of the survey until it ended in May 1850.

As soon as the houses had been completed a new base line was measured
out south of the Eyre and then Boys and Torlesse took Bryant, Wagstaff
and Weston back to the Cust. Their cart bringing supplies up from
Rakihora Bush was having trouble crossing this small river so the men
quickly threw a make-shift bridge over it. On the last day of March the
entire party moved to the Cust and set up a camp there for a week's work
around the Mairaki Downs. Torlesse lost his pig dog, Jock, of thirst about
two miles east of Starvation Hill and yet a little over two weeks later,
and while working between Starvation Hill and Harewood Forest about
three miles from Jock's grave, he was unable to place a marker pole up
on the hill itself because of the swampy nature of the ground around its
base. Against this date he wrote, 'dreadful bog-trotting'. On the fourth day
of April 1850 Torlesse saw a more impressive sight than the bogs of the
upper Cust. Standing a new trig, station on a hill-top above the gorge
of the Ashley he looked for the first time up the valley into the country
beyond the gorge and he recorded his impressions with the bare statement
— 'Romantic view from 23 up the valley of the Ashley'.
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About the middle of April a new field camp was set up further round
the forest fringe to the west of the Oxford survey huts to cover the
Waimakariri Gorge-View Hill area and the headwaters of the Eyre. Now
they were having to fell trees to sight their marker poles and it was all
becoming hard work. Very little use was actually made of the survey houses
at Oxford from the time they were completed until the survey team left
the place on 8 May only seven weeks later. Most of that time was spent
in the field under canvas and the huts became a refuge for later travellers.
Nor did the party mark out the township of Oxford which had been
planned for that locality.

On April 23 Torlesse, Boys and Bryant crossed the Waimakariri near
View Hill and rode to the Malvern Hills to see William Deans who had
come up to his new run in the hills by way of Oxford a fortnight before.
They were located there by Alexander Baxter, another survey hand, who
had been sent from Lyttelton to tell Boys and Torlesse that the survey
was to end officially on the first of May, that is, in a week's time. Baxter
also bore the news of Godley's arrival at Lyttelton from England with
Torlesse's cousin, Edward Jerningham Wakefield, and he also carried a
private note from Captain Thomas saying that they could work a little
longer if time was needed to finish the Oxford District. Torlesse decided
that they would keep the survey going past the end of the month if necess-
ary so that their work could be finished, even though he could not be
sure that he or his men would ever be paid.

THE END OF THE TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY

The news that their operations were to cease and that the survey gang
was to be finally disbanded was received with mixed feelings. Torlesse's
dedication to the success of the Canterbury venture made him determined
that his part of the preparations should be completed to perfection and
that the settlers, when they came, should have no difficulty choosing their
sections from his land map; that they should be able to judge the ground
and locate and lay-out their selection with ease. For professional reasons,
therefore, the surveyors wanted to continue but on the other hand they
had been in the field for seven months now and had become quite weary
of their way of life with all its tedium and discomforts. They really longed
to be finished. Ever since the survey had left the Kowai si'ckness had struck
among the men and only recently, while they had been camped at the
Cust, every one of them had been ill with diarrhoea and colds. The field
camps were becoming more uncomfortable as the April nights grew colder
and the autumn weather more changeable. Thomas's message thus pres-
ented Torlesse with a dilemma.

Back in July 1849 Torlesse had written home describing his life as rough
and unpleasant, even for one who, like himself, was accustomed to it, and
only the coming of summer had made things easier for them all. This
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summer of 1849-50 had been fine and hot from October through to the
end of January. There had been a fair number of nor'westers which had
sapped the energy of the men by day and had sometimes levelled their
tents at night.They had been caught exposed and shelterless by the first
gusty squall of a southerly change and they had waited patiently in the
chill of early morning for the sea fog and swamp mists to drift away;
for that early morning light so clear and so perfect for their particular
work and so much more suitable than the hot indistinct haze which would
fill the remainder of the day. But on the approach of autumn with its
falling temperatures and the growing frequency of southwest rain the sur-
vey party were pleased to be packing up, although more than a little appre-
hensive as to their future employment.

The worst of the irritations to beset the party were the horses which,
in the earlier days of the survey, had given nothing but trouble. Some
of them had been put to work too fresh, straight off the boat, and they
threw their riders, bolted with men and carts or strayed away from the
camps if given the slightest freedom. It sometimes happened that a man
would dismount to attend a marker pole or a dog and neglect to secure
his horse and be left abandoned miles out across the plain. Travelling
alone was therefore discouraged and the supply cart was usually ac-
companied by two men. There were other hazards. The ponds, creeks and
swamps between Kaiapoi and the Ashley, between the Ashley and the
lower Kowai and along the perimeter of Harewood Forest, not only made
their work difficult but also trapped men into comfortless nights in the
open. Fire also caused them some loss and some concern but probably
their greatest fear was that someone would be injured by a frightened
horse or a wounded boar and be unable to attract assistance. Luckily there
had been few emergencies or accidents. Dimond had alarmed them all
when he had failed to return one evening from a pidgeon shooting trip
into the forest near View Hill. The whole camp turned out to search for
him next morning at daybreak but he had only lost his bearings and he
arrived back safely. The nearest doctor, Dr William Donald, was stationed
at Lyttelton. They had had to call Donald out to the Waimakariri in Jan-
uary 1850 while they were waiting to commence the Ashley survey. Weston
had been injured when his powder flask blew up and at the same time
a survey hand from the Hughes party had become ill near Kaiapoi. Donald
could do nothing for the Hughes man. He died and was buried in the
Maori burial ground at Kaiapoi.

The sickness which had begun to affect the men was caused not only
by seasonal changes in temperature and the weather but also, no doubt,
by their diet. The supplies which were drawn regularly from official stores
were mainly tea, sugar, salt, salted beef, cheese sometimes, and flour, from
which the camp cook made damper and unleavened bread baked either
in a camp oven or in the ashes of the fire. While the survey was located
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at the Kowai, and later near View Hill, some mutton was obtained from
Caverhill of Motunau and from the Deans's run on the Malvern Hills
and late in the season some potatoes were brought up to Oxford from
Kaiapoi. These rations were obviously not sufficient to keep a team of
men in the field for many months in good health and in even temper
and so they were expected to live off the land as much as they could.

In fact there was plenty of wild life on the plains around Rakihora Bush
at that time. Wild pigs were present almost everywhere but more so on
the Eyre, around Harewood Forest and the Mairaki Downs and north of
the Ashley along the whole length of the river. Fresh and salted pork there-
fore became a base for many meals. One day Torlesse counted seventy
pigs in two or three mobs on the Eyre and they were killed even around
the tents and huts at Rakihora and Kaiapoi. The men killed over seventy
pigs during the northern survey and they also left poisoned carcasses out
where others would find them. Perhaps their great number in this part
of Canterbury can i>e explained by the depopulation of Kaiapohia some
eighteen years before and the escape of domesticated pigs from the pa
and its abandoned kaiangas.

This may account, too, for the number of wild dogs which also ranged
fairly widely across northern Canterbury. These dogs were not as numerous
as pigs but they were plentiful enough to be a nuisance. Their search for
anything edible took them right inside the tents and they prowled around
the camps at night keeping the men awake with their melancholy wolf-like
howling. They scavenged about while the men were at work, sometimes
causing havoc, and they were cunning and more difficult to run down
than pigs. The surveyors declared war on them and with Torlesse's two
hunting dogs, Jock and Flora, trained to track them down they were pur-
sued like pigs, on horseback, and attacked with bowie knives, spears and
guns. About twenty dogs were killed during the survey as well as pups
found in lairs but many more were chased and lost. Torlesse also records
that in March 1850 he killed two wild cats somewhere over the Ashley.2

Bird life was plentiful, small species in the forests and waterfowl on
the ponds and creeks of the coastal plains. Meals were frequently varied
with duck, paradise and grey, wood pigeon, torai (oyster catcher) and quail.
Native quail were found everywhere across the grasslands in considerable
number, but more particularly around the Mairaki Downs and along the
banks of the Ashley. They were small birds and were considered in taste
to equal partridge so that quite a number, twenty brace or so, were slaught-
ered every time a supply was needed for the pot. Torlesse also recorded
the taking of a hawk, two kakas and a white crane, the crane being skinned
as a specimen. Wekas do not seem to have been present, perhaps because

2This very odd information appears in Torlesse's diary on 2 March 1850. He was camping
near the junction of the Okuku and the Ashley at the time.
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their numbers had already been exhausted in the face of the Maori popu-
lation, the wild dogs and grass fires. Occasionally the men went eeling
but surprisingly rarely. Nor did they fish the northern rivers or their estu-
aries although while residing at Lyttelton they caught flounders in the Avon
and the Heathcote. Once, on the downs above Kowai, they picked a bushel
of fresh mushrooms. All the food they caught and their issued rations at-
tracted wild dogs and rats and at several camps they had to build whattas
to elevate their supplies Maori-style.

And so it was decided that in spite of Captain Thomas's orders, their
increasing problems and the first light touch of winter the survey would
be extended unofficially into the middle of May. The last sightings and
measurements around Harewood Forest were taken during the first week
of that month as the remainder of the men began to pack up for their
move down the plains. A quantity of stakes for the marking out of township
land and some sawn timber were brought out of the forest and a whatta
was built to protect the supplies they had to leave behind. As the time
for departure drew near a sou'wester blew up and it rained so hard that
the floors of the survey houses were soon awash; and to make the occasion
even more miserable the horses strayed just once again, away across the
Eyre to Burnt Hill. It took a whole day to find them and bring them
back.

At last, on 8 May 1850, the party moved off down the Eyre. It was
fine again and the surveyors were able to complete the planned triangula-
tion of the middle Eyre country and to link up this dry, stoney, rather
light tract of plain with the pattern of stations established during the Oxford
and Mandeville surveys. This last task took six days as they worked their
way down the Eyre, round to the east of the south Mairaki Downs and
across to Rakihora Bush. Finally, on 16 May, eight months after leaving
the Deans farm, Torlesse left Boys and some men to stack the remaining
timber at Kaiapoi and, with Dodd and Dimond assisting him, he swam
all the horses across the Waimakariri and drove them back to Riccarton.
The timber stacked, Boys took the survey's boat up to The Paddles and
then joined Torlesse at Lyttelton.

RAKIHORA REVISITED

Their work in the field completed John Boys and Charles Torlesse settled
into a boathouse at Lyttelton which Captain Thomas had offered them
for their winter quarters. Their immediate future looked bleak. Money had
run out and the Canterbury Association was unable to continue its planned
public works in the colony. From mid-May on through the winter of 1850
the two surveyors continued to transfer their Oxford measurements on to
the district maps at the survey office unpaid, their back-salary still owing,
their future contract uncertain and quite unwilling to place much confi-
dence in the assurances of Captain Thomas their Chief Surveyor.
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While the Oxford calculations were slowly resolved they stocked their
larder with duck and quail, went sailing or visited Riccarton and the Banks
Peninsula bays, read a little and became thoroughly bored by their enforced
inactivity. At the first sign of spring Torlesse took a ship to Otago where
he spent September and most of October 1850 while Boys appears to have
stayed for some time with Caverhill at Motunau. On their return to Lyttel-
ton the two men discovered that there had been a change in the fortunes
of the Canterbury Association, that more land had been sold and that
four ship-loads of immigrants had already left England. Torlesse turned
down the offer of work on the road over the hill in order to be prepared
for section surveys should he be needed again.

As the time approached for the arrival of the Association's settlers a
Captain W. M. Mitchell took a large mob of cattle north and put them
on the downs across the Ashley from Rakihora Bush. Not long after the
survey had ended Mitchell, an officer stationed with the British Army in
India, and E. Dashwood, a Wairau sheepfarmer, had arrived in Canterbury
at the end of their first overland journey from Nelson. There being nowhere
else to live they shared the boathouse with the surveyors, Torlesse finding
them a most compatible pair. Mitchell decided to settle there and establish
a station on the Kowai downlands. Late in August 1850, just as Torlesse
was preparing for his trip to Otago, Mitchell took thirty-four head of cattle
north to the Kowai and in November he bought the entire cargo of a
cattle ship named the Hoogley — 146 steers, 44 heifers and two mares.
On 30 November Boys, Cass and a man named Bill Holland rode out
to the Waimakariri to help Mitchell swim this herd across and it, too,
was put on the Kowai downs. Mitchell returned to India to wind up his
affairs there and left George Douglas, an Irish farmer and friend, to look
after the place. The station was named Greymount but had no boundaries,
the cattle grazing freely over the country between the Ashley and the
Waipara. Another man had already established the nucleus of a .station
on the Mimiomoko Downs a little to the north and seaward of Mitchell.
This was Charles Hunter Brown who stocked his run about the middle

of 1850.
With Mitchell's cattle safely on their journey north Boys joined Torlesse

in preparation for a journey back into those northern districts they had
surveyed about a year before. The Canterbury Association's agent, J. R.
Godley, wanted to see the country which had been mapped for settlement
for himself and was organising a party to accompany him. The Godley
journey took place over five days 5-9 December 1850 and the party was
made up of the agent himself, his wife and three-year-old son, F. A. Weld,
E. Jerningham Wakefield, C. Hunter Brown, Boys and Torlesse as guides,
Bill Holland to look after the horses and the survey Maori, Teroutai. This
journey was important not only because Charlotte Godley recorded her
impressions of Rangiora Bush in its original state, but because for some
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reason it marked the regular use of the spelling 'Rangiora' by those who
knew the bush.

After leaving Riccarton the party followed the survey poles to the
Waimakariri, lunching at The Paddles then carrying on downstream to
set up camp for the evening on the bank opposite Tainui's pa. The next
morning the horses were swum over both branches of the river while the
Godleys were taken by canoe right up to the old survey hut where they
found the local Maori dressed up for a reception and a feast. The meal,
of young potatoes, smelts, or whitebail, was rather a failure so the party
dined in the survey shed. In the afternoon, while the remainder of the
party crossed the native reserve to Rakihora Bush, Torlesse took Godley
and Wakefield on a diversion across the Ashley and along the summit
of the downs above the Makerikeri, returning to the bush camp by way
of the banks of that river.

The camp at Rakihora Bush was set up with the aid of two sawyers
named Riall and Carr who happened to be there and it snuggled against
a backdrop of tall, fine trees with the Godley tent, and the fire at its door,
almost hidden among the toi toi. The men had a larger tent a short distance
away with a big fire. Weld, who claimed to be a practised judge, was
lost in admiration of it and he made a little bouquet of flowers for Mrs
Godley from the forest. The fires burned bright that warm December night,
the stars shone out and the owls hooted in the wood. Everyone was en-
chanted with the beauty of the place, Mrs Godley recording that one could
not see anything prettier.3

Mrs Godley, describing the scene in a letter to her mother, wrote the
name as Rangi-hora while Charles Torlesse, after knowing the place for
two years as Rakihora, spelled it in his diary, Rangiora. Another visitor
to the bush a month later, Edward Ward, was to call it Rangiola but after
December 1850 Rangiora became the accepted form.

The next morning Weld left to travel up the coast to Flaxbourne while
the party continued on to Oxford where they rested at the survey huts
for a day. They returned to Riccarton, then Lyttelton, in time for a few
days preparation and 10 await the first Association settlers

On the arrival of the first Canterbury migrants Torlesse rowed out to
the Charlotte Jane to meet Edward Ward, an old school friend, who was
aboard, and this ship had also carried mail from home. Ward was a land
purchaser and Torlesse fed him enthusiastically with a description of the
qualities of the Mandeville District and its various parts. But he had no
time to show Ward over this country because he had contracted to lay
out sixty miles of road line — from Christchurch to Harewood Forest and
from Kaiapoi to Harewood Forest, while Boys had been made responsible
for the main north road line from Christchurch towards Double Corner.

3Charlotte Godley, Letters from Early Canterbury pp. 142-48.
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Torlesse and Boys began these road surveys during the last days of 1850
and Ward had to organise his expeditions without their help. Torlesse re-
cruited some of his old survey gang again, the two Dimonds, Dodd, Terou-
tai and another man while Boys's gang included Te Aika and Te Eou.
It was a return to the old life, sighting and measuring, cutting stakes,
driving marker flags, hunting pigs again and sheltering in draughty lean-tos
and tents with only an opossum skin rug for bedding. The first road-line
across the upper plain took up half January 1851.

While Torlesse was thus engaged Edward Ward set out with three com-
panions and Waipapa as a guide to have a look at the northern districts
where he had been advised to purchase his land. This party left Riccarton
on 10 January 1851 and made its way to Rangiora by way of Kaiapoi,
(the survey hut was now well-occupied by Maori) and the pa on the Koro-
tuaheka where they had an entertaining evening exhanging songs and ban-
ter with the inhabitants before pitching their tent in the sandhills. The
mosquitoes drove them out and away in the morning and they struck
a course though the 'Tuahevi woods' for Rangiora. Ward was delighted
with the forest on the native reserve as he was with Rangiora, which they
reached at noon, and after a cigar and some weak grog they decided to
explore the area thoroughly.4.

Ward held land orders and his approach was that of a practical man
who was not going to be deceived by the beauty of the place. He discovered
one of the streams running along the side of the wood, 'small and clear-
flowing', and traced it to its source but he was interrupted by heavy rain
and the party tumbled into a crude timber and toi toi pent-house where
they dried off. The mosquitoes, Ward noted, were just as bad as at Kaiapoi.

Deciding that he could possibly do no better than to choose a section
at Rangiora or a frontage on to the Ashley, two miles away, Ward and
his party moved off across that river in search of Mitchell's huts on the
Kowai. The Ashley he described as a bright sweet stream about knee deep,
flowing in pools and rapids as if it contained good fish and bordered on
both sides by good grass, some of the best they had seen. The house on
Grey mount turned out to be only a slab hut, drearily situated in the dry
valley of a branch of the Kowai. When it was eventually located they
met Caverhill of Motunau there who advised that, in his opinion, Rangiora
was the place he would prefer to buy land. Re-supplied, the party moved
back across the Ashley, up the Cust valley and so to Oxford where they
made themselves comfortable in the survey huts. On the way back to
Riccarton they passed Torlesse camped in the manuka scrub on the Eyre.

Ward made a second journey to Rangiora later in January 1851 and
he found Torlesse there, living in a toi toi lean-to for his survey of the

"The Journal of Edward Ward, 1850-51, 10 to 16 Jan 1851.
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Kaiapoi-Harewood Forest road.5 This line had not been taken across
country from Kaiapoi but was being marked out in a curve round Rangiora
Bush and thence straight up the plain to the Cust Valley and Oxford.
The place had changed somewhat, all the grass having been burnt off
by C. Hunter Brown who had lost his telescope, but it helped Ward to
inspect the land better and he found a second stream flowing beside the
wood. The following day was a Sunday and Ward was able to cover the
area with Torlesse at his leisure. The soil was excellent and the situation
decidedly superior but he felt it would be impracticable to live there for
a while. It would be difficult to get timber sawn and a house up before
winter and, besides, Brown's fire had destroyed all the feed he would need.

And so Edward Ward returned to Riccarton satisfied that he should
buy land at Rangiora Bush but that he should not move up there just
yet. His land order, No. 53, was applied to a hundred acres between the
bush and Torlesse's road line and he went to live with his brothers Henry
and Hamilton on Quail Island in the meantime. He never did settle at
Rangiora. Five months later Edward and Henry Ward were drowned in
Lyttelton Harbour.

51 bid 25-27 Jan 1851.
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